RS Flextray™ system with mounting hardware for cable management

This document is intended to provide instructions on how to install the Flextray system to the RS Enclosure for cable management.

Vertical Flextray system installation

1. Install mounting bracket in top location on frame. Screw with #6 screw.

2. Hang Flextray wire basket on upper bracket.

3. Align and hook lower bracket with bottom of Flextray system and install lower bracket into frame.

Horizontal Flextray system installation

1. Install mounting brackets in middle locations on the frame.

2. Hang Flextray wire basket on brackets, align, rotate and hook Flextray system onto bracket as shown.

Split cable retention gate kit installation

1. Gates come in kit of left hand and right hand and simply snap on Flextray wire.

2. Gates can be rotated to provide ease of access for the cables.

Flextray system kits and contents

RSCMBFTXXUXX - Vertical Flextray, 2”x 4”, two mounting brackets
RSCMFTXXU6 - Vertical Flextray, 6” flat, two mounting brackets
RSFTXXXX - Horizontal Flextray, 2”x 4”, two mounting brackets
RSBF6XXXX - Horizontal Flextray, 6” Flat, two mounting brackets
RSCRGS10 - Kit, Split cable retention gates, 10 pieces (5LH, 5RH)

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
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